Performance-portability of the Albany multi-physics finite element code on the road to exascale
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As HPC architectures become more heterogeneous, scientific software must adapt to take advantage of potential performance capabilities. This talk focuses on attaining performance-portability of the Sandia Albany multi-physics C++ finite element code [1]. In an effort to avoid architecture specific programming, we have adopted within the Albany code base a mixed (MPI+X) approach of utilizing high level abstractions and the Kokkos programming model [2] for performance portable code across a variety of different architectures. By utilizing Kokkos and various packages within Trilinos, a significant amount of progress has been made towards developing a framework that supports high resolution simulations on pre-exascale systems and beyond. We will present some key performance-portability developments for the land ice modeling application implemented within Albany and known as ALI, covering topics ranging from finite element assembly, to linear solvers, to automated performance analysis/tuning. We will demonstrate that the same code runs correctly and efficiently, with reasonable scalability, across a variety of computer architectures including the most current generation of GPUs. We will also provide some perspectives on evaluating, improving and maintaining performance-portability of a production code such as Albany.
